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The secret battle of mankind has begun and the earth is in an age of great peril.
Giant robots of unknown origin have come to the earth and have brought
tremendous disaster to mankind. The earth's surface and deep underground has
been devastated, and the rising flood of water has caused a dangerous scenario.
In this scenario, you take the role as a kind of person who has been selected to be
a ruin searcher. You and your companions will go on the search and rescue
mission. Help your friend who needs help against giant robots. Help her to resist
and defeat the attacks of giant robots. Your robot army will resist the flood and
save your friend from danger. You and your team will guard all over the ruined
earth and lead humanity to a new era. The time, the place, the function of robot
heroes have never been so beautiful as they are now. Game Screenshots: - How to
Play - * Guide your research team to rescue your friend and protect the earth. *
Kill the giant robots and defeat the flood. * Rescue your friend and lead mankind
to a new era. * Fight with the powerful robots of your research team. * You can
upgrade and customize your robot by getting the resources. * There are 4
different types of robots. Their stats will be improved through the game.
Popularity Critic Reviews "When the flood and the tsunami struck, the robots came
to the rescue. Not only that, the hero team works its way to a new era. If you're
into the robots with lots of fun and entertainment, then you'll be satisfied. " -
Esport Market "When the flood and the tsunami struck, the robots came to the
rescue. Not only that, the hero team works its way to a new era. If you're into the
robots with lots of fun and entertainment, then you'll be satisfied." - Esport Market
"The game with a single robot. And the intriguing story line that will keep you in
doubt from the beginning. You can not help but feel that you are playing a movie
script. Have also added an amazing variety of robot models that increase your
efforts and your work. " - Esport Market "In this game, you will control the team of
famous robot. You have to help your companion and rescue the earth from a
powerful giant robot. It's very challenging, but also very fascinating. Players are all
tired of the classic battlers
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The outermost pillow can change Its color, to make your
game more exciting. 

The bigger size design will satisfy the fans of all age group. 

With built-in USB port, and four outputs design,it is easy to
connect various games equipment. 

It is also very easy to setup the game equipment. 

Sun, 15 Mar 2019 18:52:07 +0000HackerThe ultra-portable Gaming
laptop,new PavilionThis gaming laptop,Acer's new PavilionGPx -A portable gaming laptop
for gaming lovers, featuring a thin and light design, Cherry MX' RED 2 gaming keyboard,
MIL-SPEC motherboard, and 2 120Hz frameless glasses. The panel comes with backlit
display, curved design with 32 HD gaming modes, and a lightweight, compact profile. The
floor of any gaming enviroment, thanks to a Slate Screen 14 inch matte backlit screen.
You can use it with both a 2 in 1 mouse and keyboard, and if you have peripherals for the
two of gaming, you'll have a good set
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